Workspace
Scalable, robust and secure
discovery and packaging toolkit in
the cloud

Easy to use environment created by
application packagers for application
packagers, regardless of software
packaging skills
Working in the packaging industry usually involves
working on the routine tasks, which are time
consuming. This takes valuable resources away from
solving any complex issues that may arise; they're too
busy doing the necessary routine tasks.
Workspace has been designed to specifically
enable automization of the routine tasks of
the packaging specialist. This frees up time for
the specialists to focus on the complex and critical tasks.
The system supports the most common and the latest
packaging formats: App-V, MSI, MSIX, Intunewin.
Apptimized is constantly working to improve the
product, watching developments in the area of
application packaging so we can incorporate them.

BENEFITS TO
YOUR ORGANIZATION
Packaging toolset
Use a bunch of thirdparty packaging tools
collected in Workspace
Launcher to perform
packaging and testing
actions.

Best experience based
Tool takes
into account not only the
basic features of
software packaging but
also covers the cases
that are most needed in
the workplace.
Modern formats
supported

Need your package in
several formats? Once
the basic entry has been
completed, this
step does not need
repeating, simply
request the
package format of your
choice and repackage to
suit your needs.

Key Product Features
Edit your package
Simply setup the Apptimized environment to suit
your projects needs or adjust from package
to package. Apptimized has been created
in
collaboration
between
Packagers
and Developers, so we tick all the boxes
not
previously
considered
by
similar
services. Apptimized packaging tool (APE) allows
you to r ecord the basic launch of the application,
change the configuration and work with complex
scripts. If necessary, the finished package can be
easily repackaged in another format. All working
documents are available for editing to enable you
to change any configuration as you go.
Packaging toolkit
Use Apptimized Workspace Launcher for collecting
unlimited amount of trusted packaging tools from
third-party vendors in one place without the need
to install them from thousands of vendor’s
resources. You are able to use tools for lots of
packaging cases like editing MSI files via the handy
UI, managing tables or converting Win32
applications into virtual packages for deployment
to user devices.
Modern workspace
Apptimized Workspace is continuously improving,
adding new features and technologies once
fully tested and supported.

Custom settings per project
Working across multiple projects each with
their own templates saves you time when
completing the documentation. Simply apply the
individual template to the specific project and if
you need to make changes down the line, it will
save automatically across the project.
Create and test in one place
Once your package has been generated,
Apptimized provides access
to clean virtual
machines where you can carry out checks
on
your
packages
performance
across
the different Oss and ensure it is functioning
correctly.

Any package any time
Workspace
gives
you
the
ability
to
create multiple application formats during
the packaging process, on the first pass and in
the future. The package generated can
be repackaged into a new format and enable you
to make any necessary adjustments.
Best practices for packaging Workspace
Workspace is designed to be intuitive and easy to
use, so no matter what your experience you can
start working quickly.
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